MEFA AT A GLANCE

MEFA was founded in 1985 by the Uçuz Family. The Company quickly built a reputation for integrity, teamwork and commitment. These values remain true today and are the reasons we were able to celebrate our 32nd anniversary. Today, MEFA is regarded as a preferred service provider because of its quality, strength, and competencies.

Since 1985, MEFA’s construction experience has reached to:

- **1 BILLION**: MEFA has reached total project value of 1 billion USD
- **80 PROJECTS**: MEFA has completed 80 significant projects
- **17 LOCATIONS**: MEFA has been working in 17 locations
- **1000 PEOPLE**: MEFA currently working with 1000 people

Wide ranging expertise and Flexibility

MEFA’s construction experience spans a wide array of project types. We have never specialized in a particular market, simply because our work has been driven by the needs of the communities we serve. This flexibility has meant opportunities to build everything from railways, roads, bridges, infrastructure systems, solid waste regular storage areas, hydroelectric power plants to university campuses, shopping centers, congress halls, hospitals, sports complexes and industrial buildings.

MEFA’s construction experience spans a wide array of project types

- Civil Works
- Education
- Sports & Leisure
- Congress & Exhibition
- Industry & Trade
- Housing
- Health
- Fine Works

MEFA builds strong and lasting relationships with leading developers, institutions, universities, companies, government agencies, and provincial administration in the communities we serve. As active members of these communities, we are deeply knowledgeable about the market needs, regulations and special requirements.

Offices

- Mersin
- Istanbul
- Ankara
- Muscat

Projects in various locations

A construction company dedicated to integrity, teamwork and commitment

MEFA was founded in 1985 by the Uçuz Family. The Company quickly built a reputation for integrity, teamwork and commitment. These values remain true today and are the reasons we were able to celebrate our 32nd anniversary. This is a milestone which all of us at MEFA are very proud of.

MEFA’s value proposition is to serve its clients with the goal of optimizing the value of their construction investment. As one team, we work to identify and deliver outstanding value in a manner which will result in high quality, safe, more efficient and competitive construction outcomes on time and within budget.

MEFA is a strong and prestigious company that is active in construction and contracting both in Turkey and abroad. Making use of its 32 years of construction experience, financial strength, and technical competencies; MEFA has successfully completed 80 projects and became a preferred business partner in the market.

In every project we undertake, we add our:

- Exceptional expertise,
- Exceptional for excellence,
- World-class know-how,
- Comprehensive health, safety, and environmental standards.

MEFA has expert human resources

Pursuing stable growth, MEFA enhances its technical competencies and capacity with every new project that it undertakes. Paralleling the healthy growth in its business, as of end-2016 MEFA has 1,000 people, the majority of them are civil, mechanical, electrical, and environmental engineers, architects, technicians and site workers. MEFA also work with highly experienced associated engineers and academicians who have recognized expertise in the related disciplines. Consistently regarded as one of the leading companies in its sector over the last years, MEFA’s high-quality human resources make up one of its most important competitive advantages.

MEFA has an up-to-date machinery and equipment park

MEFA’s machinery and equipment park, with its high mobility and advanced technical specifications, is one of the basic factors why the Company is given preference as an effective and high quality service provider in the market.

MEFA’s carefully structured and integrated machinery and equipment park, the tool that is necessary for construction, provides a strong base to the Company to reach the high mobility that is asked by the clients and to complete the project on time with high quality.
The progress that we have made and the projects that we have undertaken in the construction and contracting industry have played a crucial role in further enhancing MEFA’s esteem both locally and internationally.

Today, MEFA is regarded as a preferred service provider because of its quality, strength, and competencies.

MEFA was founded in 1985 by the Ucuz Family. The Company quickly built a reputation for integrity, teamwork and commitment. These values remain true today and are the reasons we were able to celebrate our 32nd anniversary.

Solid financial structure
MEFA’s solid financial structure means that the services that we provide our customers are sustainable, as well. Through its ongoing productivity - and strategy - targeted business, MEFA creates value for the society in which it operates.

Flexibility and wide ranging expertise
MEFA’s experience spans a wide array of project types. We have never specialized in a particular market, simply because our work has been driven by the needs of the communities we serve. This flexibility has meant opportunities to build everything from roads, bridges, infrastructure systems, solid waste regular storage areas, hydroelectric power plants to shopping centers, congress halls, university campuses, hospitals, sports complexes and industrial buildings.

Sustainability
Concepts of sustainability and economical development have inspired our vision and mission at our establishment and in time turned to be a responsibility and a focal point of our construction services. Sustainability, safety working conditions and environmental sensitivity concurrently became the basic indicators of MEFA’s business attitude.

Looking forward
We believe that Turkey is blessed with tremendous economic potential. On the other hand, we foresee that our country’s hinterland will be offering highly attractive opportunities for us in the years to come.

Lastly, we take pride in our professional team, whose excellent management in line with our strategies encourages superior performance on the part of all of our well-trained and competent employees.

Sincerely,

Emin Ucuz
Chairman
Our environmental approach
MEFA’s first and foremost environmental management policy is geared towards minimizing the adverse effects that its activities have on the environment. In order to comply with environmental legislation, MEFA uses the very latest technology and know-how to create a cleaner living and working environment. To this end, MEFA develops projects that create added value and actively participates in improving citizens’ economic, social and environmental well-being and in any resolving problems arising from its work there. MEFA also structures its working practices to minimize wastage of natural resources and pollution and makes the most effective and productive use of the resources needed to complete a project.

Mefa has been awarded; ISO 14001 Environmental Management System Certification.

Managing projects effectively and successfully
MEFA’s construction business is built on a broad foundation of specialized skills, sound project management and technology-based solutions. Project management is a key component of MEFA’s success. For us, project management is our ability to direct and coordinate human and material resources during the course of a project by using modern techniques. Project management also allows us to achieve predetermined objectives of scope, cost, time, quality and customer satisfaction.

Supported by its experience and guided by its vision, MEFA encourages new ideas and offers optimum solutions to maintain its competitive edge. The high performance of MEFA in terms of project management, quality control, delivering on time and security has exceeded customer expectations, creating high company loyalty. From the initial idea to the completion of work MEFA ensures constant commitment to the highest standards.

Mefa has been awarded; ISO 9001 Registered Management System certification.

MEFA meets & exceeds international health and safety standards
At MEFA, we have developed a culture that promotes an injury-free environment and provides the safest workplace possible for our employees, subcontractors, clients and others who enter or who near our construction sites.

Through innovative training and education programs, we also provide our employees and subcontractors with the tools, knowledge and resources they need to increase safety, reduce risk and improve loss control on every project we manage.

Mefa has been awarded; OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health & Safety Management System certification.

NATO Security Certificate
Mefa receives NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) Security Certificate, Which assures the company to provide construction works within the scope of NATO joint infrastructure program.
Civil Works
- Railways
- Roads
- Bridges
- Infrastructure
- Solid Waste
- Hydroelectric Power Plants

Education
- Abdullah Gá& University
- Sakarya University Campus
- Undergraduate Schools

Sports & Leisure
- Sports Complexes
- Hotels

Congress & Exhibition
- Congress & Culture Hall
- Congress & Exhibition Hall

Industry & Trade
- Shopping Centers
- Wholesale Markets
- TV & Radio Studios
- Sevice Buildings
- Slaughter Houses

Housing
- Mass Housing

Health
- Hospitals

Fine Works
- Boardworks & Landscaping
- Public Squares
- Aqua Parks

MEFA’s construction experience spans a wide array of project types. This flexibility has meant opportunities to build everything from roads, bridges, infrastructure systems, solid waste regular storage areas, hydroelectric power plants to shopping centers, congress halls, university campuses, hospitals, sports complexes and industrial buildings.
• High Speed Railways
• Tunnels

MEFA is proud of its work for construction of High-speed Railway Project Between Mersin & Adana Cities.
• Highways
• Taxiways & Runways

A perfect roadwork consists of almost all disciplines of Engineering & Construction sectors ad states the power and ability of the company. MEFA has its wide ranged construction machinery park and maintenance technicians as well as infrastructural design group which solves all the problems of design and construction to complete high quality projects right on time.

Roads that our related projects contain
• Road Improvement Project Between D-100 CevizliBağ, Istanbul
• Sultan Çifliği (Metris)-Boğazköy Highway Project, Istanbul
• Sakarya University Internal & Ring Roads, Sakarya
• Sultanbeyli Bridge & Road Project, Istanbul
• Kağıthane Inferior Passage, Roads &Infrastructure, Istanbul
• Okan Merzeci Boulevard, Mersin
• 2nd İnönü Boulevard, Mersin
• 11th, 13th, 15th, 17th, 19th, 20th, 21th Boulevards, Mersin
• 26th, 32nd, 34th, 38th, 207th Boulevards, Mersin
• Adnan Menderes Boulevard, Mersin
• Precast Beam Bridges
• Inferior Passages

Bridge work within Metropolitan traffic is stressful. MEFA is experienced in bridge construction as well as the other disciplines of construction sector.

Related Projects
• Mersin 13th St. Bridge Construction, Mersin
• Sultanbeyli Bridge, Road & Infrastructure Project, Istanbul
• Kağıthane Inferior Passage, Roads & Infrastructure, Istanbul
Civil Works

INFRASTRUCTURE

- Sewage Systems
- Fresh Water Networks
- Storm Water Networks
- Electric Networks
- Telecom Networks
- Fiber Optics Lines
- Gas Networks
- Waste Water Treatments

Infrastructure Networks are blood vessels of the city structures. They have to be designed, implemented and operated in utmost care and efficiency. MEFA has a vast experience in design and construction in infrastructure systems.

Related Projects
- Sultanbeyli Bridge, Road & Infrastructure Project, Istanbul
- Kağıthane Inferior Passage, Roads & Infrastructure, Istanbul
- Design and Construction of Campus Infrastructure Facilities Construction Project Phase1 & Phase2 Sakarya University
- Design and Construction of various roads, storm water drainage line, sewage systems within Boundaries of Mersin Metropolitan Municipality
- Design and Construction of various roads, storm water drainage, sewage systems and road arrangements within Boundaries of Mersin Metropolitan Municipality
- Design and Construction of roads, bridge, infrastructure reinforcement (storm water drainage line, b.a. gutter) within Boundaries of Mersin Metropolitan Municipality
- Construction Storm water drainage systems, within the boundaries of Mezitli County Municipality
- Construction of freshwater and sewage network within Çatalca/Istanbul district
Civil Works

SOLID WASTE

Scope of Construction of New Solid Waste Storage Area
- Storage capacity of 3,500,000 m³
- New Solid Dump Site on 120,000 m² area
- Internal Roads
- Wastewater Drainage System
- Gas Discharge System
- Insulation with high-tech insulation materials
- Buildings
  - Administration Building
  - Guard House
  - Waste Tank
  - Workshops
- Lighting and CCTV Systems for the site

Scope of Rehabilitation of Old Solid Waste Dump Site
- Earthfill area: 306,000 m²
- Recreation on rehabilitated area: 306,000 m²
  - Plantation
  - Walkways
  - Football and Basketball Pitches
  - Tennis Court
  - Cafés and Restaurants
  - Car Parking Lots
- Wastewater Drainage System
- Gas Discharge System
- Discharged Gas Combusting Unit
- Insulation with high-tech Materials
- Retaining Walls
- Buildings
  - Administration Building
  - Guard House
  - Waste Tank
  - Internal Roads
- Lighting and CCTV Systems for the site

Solid Waste Regular Storage
Solid Waste Rehabilitation

MEFA completed rehabilitation of old solid waste and construction of new regular storage areas of Mersin City.
Solid waste is the primary source of pollution. Solid waste dump sites should keep wastes isolated and harmless till they recycle in time and turn back to mother nature MEFA is working hard to keep our world clean.

Related Projects
- Construction of Rehabilitation of Çavuşlu Old Solid Waste Dump Site and Construction of New Regular Solid Waste Dump Site (Lot1&2) to Mersin Metropolitan Municipality.
- Construction of New Regular Solid Waste Dump Site (Lot3) to Mersin Metropolitan Municipality.
HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

- Regulators
- Dams

MEFA offers construction services to Hydroelectric Power Plants such as Regulators and Dams.

"Adasu Regulator & Hydroelectric power plant" provides all electric energy needs of Sakarya Municipality's infrastructure administration. (www.adasu.gov.tr)

Related Project
- "Construction of Adasu Regulator & Hydroelectric Power Plant" Sakarya

Project contains:
- 16 MGW installed capacity
- 450,000 m³ earthworks
- 70,000 m³ concrete work
- 13,500 m² piling
- 7,400 mt jet grouting
MEFA was awarded Abdullah Gül University Sümër Campus construction project because of its substantial past works and well-known reputation and experience in the construction sector.

Concerning the total area (320,000sqm) and the close usage area (85,000sqm) of Abdullah Gül University Sümër Campus it is the largest renovation prestige project of Turkey. The project was awarded first among education buildings in the Global Architecture Fest.

Related Projects
- Abdullah Gül University Sümër Campus, Conversion of Cotton Warehouse into Administration and Classroom building Phase I
- Abdullah Gül University Sümër Campus, Construction of School of Language Building & Infrastructure, Landscaping
- Abdullah Gül University Sümër Campus 1st Lot, Phase II.
SAKARYA UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

*MEFA proudly undertakes “Sakarya University Campus Infrastructure & Superstructure Project”*

Education rises the nations. MEFA has a wide range of experience in the design and construction of higher education buildings as well as infrastructural features of the projects that shows clearly MEFA’s experience and ability to carry on large scale university complex projects regarding coordination between all disciplines of construction, engineering, architecture, landscape architecture.

**Related Projects**

- Design and Construction of Campus Infrastructure Facilities
- Construction Project Phase I & Phase II, Sakarya University
- Construction of Sakarya University of Economics and Administrative Sciences Faculty
- Construction of Faculty of Fine Arts Building, Sakarya University
- Construction of Sakarya University Central Cafeteria and Medico-Social (Additional) + Conservatory Building Phase 1 & Phase 2
- Construction of Campus Staff Residential Houses Phase 1 & Phase 2, Sakarya University
- Construction of Teknopark Building, Sakarya University
- Construction of Faculty of Law
- Construction of Staff Cafeteria Building
- Construction of Sakarya University, Theology Faculty
- Construction and Landscaping of Sakarya University, Technology and RD Faculty
Sports & Leisure

SPORTS COMPLEXES

“Having participated in all the Mediterranean Games, Turkey hosted the XVIIth Mediterranean Games in Mersin in 2013”
Organized by

"European Cup Winter Throwing in Mersin Turkey at the Macit Özcan Sport Centre Athletics field on 12-13 March 2005"
Organized by

MEFA is proud of its contribution to sports via construction of Macit Özcan Sports Complex to Metropolitan municipality of Mersin. Since 2005, Macit Özcan Sports Complex offers sustainable sportive facility to International Athletics Contests as well as regional sports events such as contests, training camps, hotel accommodation.

Related Project
- Construction of Sports Complex and Olympic Swimming Pool Phase1 & Phase2 to Mersin Metropolitan Municipality.

Project Contains:
- 75,000 m² plot area
- Athletics fields: Sportive Contests
- Hotel building: Hotel and Facilities
- Social building: Social Club & Dining
- Administration & Academic Building
- Conference, Seminar, Meeting, Office rooms
- Car Parks: for 400
- Outdoor field: for social events 3,000 m²

Dining room

Main entrance

From ‘European Cup Winter Throwing, 2005’
MEFA renovated and constructed **19 Mayis University Tepe Hotel in 2001**. Since that, the Hotel has been serving the University and Samsun city in accommodation and social events such as meetings, congress etc.

**Related Project**
- General construction & renovation of hospitals, dormitories and campus facilities of Samsun University.
Every city needs prestige buildings such as Exhibition Halls and Congress Centers. These Structures are the opening face of the nation and the city abroad. Art and Engineering comes together and carries the nation to brighter horizons.

MEFA is proud of its contribution to culture via construction of Mersin Congress & Exhibition Hall. The center was delivered to the client in 2008.

**Project's Official Name**
- Construction of Congress & Exhibition hall to Mersin Metropolitan Municipality
SAKARYA UNIVERSITY CONGRESS & CULTURE HALL

MEFA completed construction of Sakarya University Congress & Culture Hall in 2008. It is the prestige structure of Sakarya Metropolitan City and the University. The hall hosts exhibitions, seminars, workshops and may cultural activities.

Project’s Official Name
- Construction of Sakarya University of Economics and Administrative Sciences Faculty & Faculty of Fine Arts Building

Project contains:
- Consist of 6 blocks
- 16,819 m² total construction area
- Block D: Congress room for 700 people
- Block G, F: Foyer, Exhibition rooms
- Block E, F: Amebi Classrooms
- Block B, D: Seminar Rooms
- Classrooms, Academics' offices

Forum Aydin attracts visitors from Aydin and local and foreign tourists from tourist destinations like Nazilli, Söke and Kuşadası. *The centre welcomes 7 million visitors per year.*

**Related Project**
- Construction of **Forum Aydin Shopping Center**

**Projectcontains:**
- Largest Shopping Center in Aydin City
- 76,000 m² plot
- 29,400 m² retail scheme
- Car park for 800 cars
- Hypermarket
- Cinema (7 screens)
- Restaurants, Cafes, Leisure units
- International & National Retailer brands

(www.forumaydin.com)
MEFA is proud of its work for construction of Esenler New Vegetable Wholesale Market. It is the largest vegetable & fruit wholesale market in Istanbul, which serves to vegetable and fruit outlets. MEFA’s scope contains all infrastructure facilities as well as superstructure of the Project.

**Related Project**
- Construction of Infrastructure & Superstructure of Esenler New Vegetable Wholesale Market, Istanbul
- Construction of Storey Car Park and Outdoor Vegetable and Fruit Bazaar Building, Bağcılar-Istanbul

**Superstructure’s Scope**
- 31,157 m² construction area
- 218 shops & warehouses

**Infrastructure’s Scope**
- Landfill - 118,766 m²
- Internal Roads
- Sewage Network
- Fresh water Network
- Storm water Network
- Street Lightening
MEFA completed construction of TV & Radio Studios for Presidency of Religious Affairs in 2014. The complex offers solid infrastructure to broadcast media programs of Diyanet TV.

Diyanet TV broadcasts in the best part of the countries.

**Related Project**
- Presidency of Religious Affairs TV and Radio Studios Construction Project
MEPA provides construction services for office buildings, business quarters to public authorities and private companies.

**Related Project**
- Highways Region V Directorate Service Building Construction and Operation and Maintenance of the current buildings.
MEFA completed construction of converting Güngören Slaughterhouse to cut meat storage and constructed monorail, weight bridge systems for Metropolitan Municipality of Istanbul.

Related Projects
- Construction of monorail, weight bridge systems of Güngören Cut Meat Storage Building
- Conversion of Güngören Slaughterhouse to cut meat storage building
MEFA has considerable experience in construction of living areas for people. Projects include superstructure & infrastructure features and social accoutrements such as shopping centers, prayer areas, as well as play gardens and parks in sites.

Related Projects

- Construction of Yuvacik Yakamoz Housing Project (168 flats and social accoutrements, Kentkonut of Kocaeli Metropolitan Municipality
- Construction of “Elazıg 2” district 224 units and its accoutrements (Mosque, Library and Shopping Center) as well as infrastructure facilities and Landscaping, Elazıg
- Construction of “Aרקale, Büyükçekit 21” Group Disaster Housing Project, Erzurum
- Karaman 7th Region 174 Units Permanent Disaster Housing Project, Sakarya
- Bozyazı Polis Station Building, Mersin
- Avanos-Tuzköy Gendarmerie Station and Residences, Nevşehir
- Gǔşcirci-Tuzköy Gendarmerie Station and Residences, Nevşehir
- Campus Stuff Residential Houses Phase1, Sakarya
- Campus Stuff Residential Houses Phase2, Sakarya
MEFA provides construction services for health projects, which are important social infrastructure investments for future of people.

**Related Projects**
- Construction of Kidney Hospital, Mersin
- Construction of Aydincik State Hospital and Stuff Residences, Mersin
MEFA carries the honor of completing the longest continuous boardwork project in Europe (10 km's long), which has changed Mersin city's silhouette completely. It’s a precious necklace on Mediterranean sea.

MEFA has also been providing construction services for landscaping via its various projects.

**Related Projects**
- Walking and Jogging Road, Bicycle Road, Parks, Cumhuriyet Square and Shore Arrangement (landfill and landscape), Installation of Lightening, Automatic Irrigation, Construction of Decorative Pools, Mersin
- Design and Construction of Campus Infrastructure Facilities Construction Project Phase1 & Phase2 Sakarya University
- Rehabilitation of Old Solid Dump Site and Construction of New Solid Dump Site, Mersin
Fine Works

PUBLIC SQUARES

• İletişim Square
• Cumhuriyet Square

Public squares are the places where city’s heart pounds. Natural ceremonies, public meetings, open air concerts etc being performed there. MEYA offers construction services for public squares as well.

‘Cumhuriyet square’ hosts not only official ceremonies and public meetings but also cultural activities such as open air concerts and theatres.

As a breathing point at the middle of the city, ‘İletişim Square’ hosts Mersin Province Citizens by its decorative pools, Arcadian roads, gazebos and other recreational facilities.
MEFA proudly undertakes construction of Mersin ‘Denizpark’ aquapark project. 50,000 sqm area has been provided by MERSIN Metropolitan Municipality for construction of, one of the largest aquaparks in Turkey.

It’s a resort heaven: containing 3000 sqm of pools nearly 900 sqm of restaurant buildings, recreational areas, rafting route, decorative pools, water shows even an artificial ice skating field and jogging road.

**Project’s Name**
- Construction of “Mersin Denizpark” aquapark project to Mersin Metropolitan Municipality

**Project contains:**
- 50,000 m² plot
- Artificial ice skating field
- Exhibition pool
- Aqua pool
- Skulptures’ pool
- Foggy pool
- Children’s play-pool
- Waterfall curved pool
- Pool of sculptures of sea-creatures
- Rafting route
- Water channels
- Tea garden
- Restaurant-cafe
MERSİN (HEADQUARTERS)
Addresses: Barbaros Mahallesi 26. Cadde
Mefa Apt. No: 4/1
33350 Mersin TÜRKİYE
Phone: +90 324 3270300
Fax: +90 324 3269329
Mail: mefagroup@mefagroup.com

ANKARA
Addresses: İkbahar Mahallesi
610 Sokak No: 11 Çankaya
06550 Ankara TÜRKİYE
Phone: +90 312 4916600
Fax: +90 312 4916601

İSTANBUL
Addresses: Küçükbakısköy Mahallesi
Fulyalar Sokak No: 21
Ataşehir / İstanbul / TÜRKİYE
Phone: +90 216 5764044
Fax: +90 216 5774083